ultrafilters of regular closed sets, of interest in its own right, which replaces functional techniques that limit the subject to points in Hewitt realcompatifications.
2.
We recall that a subset Z of a space X is a zero-set in X if Z is the inverse image of 0 under a continuous real function; the complement of a zero-set is a cozero-set. A family Z of zero-sets is a z-filter in X if the empty set is not in Z, any finite intersection of members of Z is in Z, and, given zero-sets A, B, if AeZ and AcB, then BeZ. A z-filter Z is a z-ultrafilter if Z is maximal with respect to inclusion. For a cardinal k, Z has the k-intersection property if whenever EcZ has cardinality less than k. The reader may consult [7] for the theory of z-ultrafilters. A subset A of a space X is regular closed if A=cl x int x A (where cl x , denote the closure and the interior operators in X, respectively). We denote by RC(X) the set of regular closed subsets of X ordered by inclusion; it is well-known (cf. [10] ) that RC(X) is a complete Boolean algebra: for EcRC(X) AE=cl x int x nE is the meet of E in this algebra. A family FcRC(X) is an RC-filter if the empty set is not in F, AEeF for every finite EcF, and, given regular closed sets A,B, if AeF and AcB, then BeF. An RC-filter F maximal with respect to inclusion is an RC-ultrafilter. For a cardinal k, we say that an RC-filter F is k -complete if AE*0 whenever EcF has cardinality less than k. The reader may consult [10] for the theory of RC-filters.
For cardinals m,k, we say that m is k-measurable if there exists on a discrete space of cardinality m an ultrafilter Z with Hz=0 and the property that whenever EcZ has cardinality less than k; we denote by m(k) the first kmeasurable cardinal if it exists -it is not known whether one can refute measurable cardinals in ZFC (see [2] ). The (^-measurable cardinals are known as the Ulam-meausrable cardinals.
For a Tychonoff space X, we denote by 0X the iech-Stone compactification of X and, for pefSX, we denote by Z the For a Tychonoff space X, the absolute EX of X is an extremally disconnected space which can be mapped onto X by a perfect irreducible mapping e x : EX >X (see [10] then V\D e L which shows that L is an P P P P ultrafilter on V . Moreover, as g is k-exotic, L embeds into P P a unique RC-ultrafilter of RC(X) convering to g, hence has the m(k)-intersection property. Finally, the intersection of L is empty, by the choice of sets in U which means tht cardinality of 17 ' is k-measurable i.e. n p £m(k). Clearly, the image of L p under the mapping induced by e x is an ultrafilter Jfp on 17 ' having the m(k)-intersection property; replacing in the above construction of M the set U ' with CeK will give P P P us an ultrafilter M p (C) on 17 ' having the m(k) -intersection property and the union of ultrafilters Mp( c ) is K p/ which proves (ii). To prove (iii) one has only to observe that the extremal disconnectedness of 0X at p implies that is an ultrafilter on U ' , hence K =M and therefore K has the P P P P m(k) -intersection property, i.e., l p am(k). This concludes the proof.
The above mentioned fact that every remote point p of X with pe(3 k X\X is k-exotic implies immediately the following corollary to 4.1 which provides the cardinal generalization of the above mentioned results from [5] without the assumption that I7_ constist of cozero -sets. P Corollary 4.2. Assume that pefl^XXX is a remote point of X for an uncountable cardinal k and a Tychonoff space X. Then K p is an ultraf ilter on 17 ' and m , n , 1 *m(k) . P P P P Yet another result proved in [5] was Theorem ( [5] ). If there exists a remote point p of X in vX\X, then X is not pseudo -mfw^) -compact (meaning there exists in X a discrete family of cardinality m(u^) consisting of open sets). This result provided a strenthening of the Terada theorem (op. cit.) which asserted the existence of a cellular family of an Ulam-measurable cardinality in X. We propose a cardinal generaliation of this result which follows in a natural way from our previous considerations. Proof. We invoke the notation of the proof of Theorem 4.1, above. As cardinality 17 ' £ m(k), it is sufficient to observe that the set N of points in X where 17 ' is not locally finite is closed and nowhere dense. The point p being remote, there exists a neighbourhood H of p in £X such that cl 0 HnN =0; it px should be clear that {HnU:Uel7p' } is a required discrete open family in X.
Standard examples, e.g. the space X described in Remark 3.5 (3) in [1] , bear out that the last result does not extend to exotic points.
